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A look at some of the “evidence”:  Illyrian 
 
Putative Illyrian inscription on a ring found in Kalaja Dalmaçes 
near Shkodër (Albania): 
 
 
Inscription   Direction  Interpretation 
Α Ν Α     |   ‘goddess’  
`. Ο Η Θ Η   |   NAME 
Ι C Ε Ρ      \|/   ‘sacred’ 
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Interpreted by Krahe, using etymological method (guessing at 

meaning of words through suggestive comparative 
evidence perhaps indicating an etymology) as Illyrian ‘(To) 
the holy goddess Oēθē’ 

 
Cf.   • Messapic inscriptions with ana before clear female deity 

names (aprodita, aθana) 
 
 • Sanskrit iṣira- ‘holy’ (= Greek hierós (< ἱερός >) ‘sacred’) 
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Katičić 1976:  ‘This interpretation is not a poor, but a brilliant 

one. It conforms with difficult requirements, and the 
etymological equations on which it is based are almost evident. 

No doubt, this is the etymological method at its best. The 
proposed interpretation has only one fundamental weakness, 
namely that of being demonstrably wrong. The Bulgarian 
archaeologist L. Ognenova has shown that the ring itself and the 
archaeological setting in which it has been found were 

Byantine...’ 
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OR: 
 
Inscription   Direction  Interpretation 
Α Ν Α     /|\   = Female Name Ana  
`. Ο Η Θ Η    |   = [Β]ΟΗΘΗ ‘help’ 
Ι C Ε Ρ          |   = Kυριε ‘O lord’ 

 

with Ι C read instead as |< for kappa (Κ)and ΚΕΡ as an 

abbreviation for ‘lord’ (vocative) with E for υ before -r- (or 
else as K(υρι)ε (with extra P) 
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GLOSSES EXPLICITLY CALLED “ILLYRIAN” IN ANCIENT SOURCES 
 

 
   ‘knife’ 
 

BUT:  1) and 2) do not show anything about Albanian; sybina has 
a variant sygine; s ~ th twice is suggestive and if Armenian 
‘spear’ fits for 4), it could be PIE *ḱ (or just an old 
Wanderwort??) 
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Traces of Celtic:  Grafenstein Tile Inscription (southern Austria, northern 
edge of the Balkans, but others from Ptuj in Slovenia) 
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 MOGE · ES[ 
P· II- LAV · EX[ 
ṆE · SAḌỊÍES[ 
OLLO · SO · 
VILO[ 
ỌNẠ C[…] 
OLLO · SO · ? [ 
P LṾGNṾ · SI 

 
Not clear what any of it means, but especially suggestive is ollo so 

-- maybe = 'all' (cf. Old Irish oll 'ample') followed by a 
postpositive demonstrative/article (cf. Sanskrit sa, and other 
*s- demonstrative elements), perhaps as a noun phrase in itself 
or as a modifier of a subsequent word. 
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Such a reading is strikingly reminiscent of the Balkan postposed 
definite article, which may have an ancient substrate origin: 
 

• Hamp 1982 explains Drobeta (name of an ancient site on the 
Danube near modern Turnu Severin in NW Oltenia 
(Romania), as containing “a Latin misunderstanding or 
misparsing in Moesia Inferior of *druṷā–tā, a definite 
noun phrase with postposed article.”  

 
• interpretation:  *druṷā–tā = derivative of ‘wood’ (cf. 

Sanskrit dru- ‘wood’, English tree) + deictic (cf. Sanskrit 
ta-d ‘this’, Greek to (< τό >) ‘the’), i.e. “the wooded 
(place)’, an appropriate epithet for the place 
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As such, it gives “direct evidence in the Roman period of one 

of the most notable syntactic constructions of the Balkan 
Sprachbund, i.e. a specimen from the autochthonous 

language of the model of the Romanian postposed article 
which was calqued out of Latin materials.”  
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Moreover, it constitutes “direct attestation for the common 

possession of this important feature linking modern 
Albanian with Moesia Inferior” (consistent with special 

lexical evidence linking Albanian and Romanian, e.g. clear 
Indo-European words not found in Latin and with a 
special form just in Albanian and Romanian, e.g. Alb. 
sorrë ‘blackbird’ = Romn cioară ‘blackbird’, from 
*kwērsnā (cf. Sanskrit kṛṣṇa- ‘black’, but only in Balkans 

in lengthened-grade form) 


